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View from the Chair
One of the privileges of sitting in this seat is that you
get to meet some amazing people. Paul Jameson
was diagnosed with MND earlier this year, but
instead of sitting down and bemoaning his fate, he
decided to grab the enemy by the throat and fight.
He’s been working at various successful fundraising
events, so the research effort will be much
strengthened as a result of his personal misfortune.
He has a wonderfully supportive family and a large
circle of dynamic friends, so when he announced
that he was going to climb Kilimanjaro and play a
set of tennis at the top, who could possibly doubt
him, even though it seemed a crazy idea? After all,
is the air density up there not about half what it is at
sea level? Most successful climbers are grateful just
to reach the top, gasp admiringly at the view (or just
gasp!) for a few minutes, then get down again to
more tolerable levels as soon as they can!

If you are coming, please contact Alison (below) so
we can get an idea of the catering needed - thanks.
In this spot last time we asked for help in getting
younger people interested in joining us. Since then,
we have attended a Volunteering Fair at the
University of Surrey. We met several students who
expressed an interest in helping us, and hope to see
them at future meetings. If you spot one, please
make them welcome, as we’re extremely grateful for
any new blood, ideas and enthusiasm to keep the
branch going after we Old Guard have been
pensioned off.
May I wish you a Happy Christmas, and good
fortune in 2018.
Best Wishes,

Paul has offered to tell us all about the expedition at
our meeting on the 10th December, so do try to
come along - it will be well worth hearing!

CHRISTMAS OPEN MEETING
Here again are the details of the new venue we
included in the last newsletter:

Sunday 10th December, from 12.30 to 3.30pm
(N.B. NOT the 17th, as provisionally noted in the
last newsletter)

Room 8, The Surrey Technology Centre,
40 Occam Road, Guildford, Surrey GU2 7YG

A light buffet lunch and drinks will be available from
12.30. This will again be provided by Nigel
Husaunndee, and will again be delicious!
Paul Jameson will be telling us about his amazing
Kilimanjaro Tennis Challenge (see page 4 for more
on this), and we will be entertained with seasonal
readings by professional actors Rosalyn Landor and
Alexander Mircica.

Roz started her career as a child, appearing in ‘The
Devil Rides Out’ at the age of just nine, and went on
to roles in Star Trek, ‘Rumpole’ and ‘C.A.T.S Eyes’
with Jill Gascoine and Lesley Ash, among others.
Later, while living in Los Angeles, she became a
successful audio book narrator, and has won
several awards for this work. Now back in the UK,
she has volunteered to help the MND cause and has **Please let us know if you intend to come along, so
already appeared at the performance of the Bach St we have some idea of the catering needed. Contact
Alison Husaunndee by 6th December, on:
John Passion in Aldershot Garrison Church at
Easter 2016, where our retiring collection takings
email
alison@husaunndee.com
were twice the normal, largely due to the quality of
or phone
01483 723645
her reading in our interval presentation.
(or any other member of the Committee)
Alex is in the early stages of his career, and still has
a ‘Day Job’, but is well recommended by Roz, so his
name is one to watch out for in the future!

. . and we’d be grateful if you could bring a
Raffle Prize with you - thanks very much!
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News
Tuesday 17th October

On Saturday 14th October, the Regione Basilicata
group again held a charity Dinner-Dance in Epsom.
Emma Mason graciously agreed to go along, eat a
delicious Italian meal, drink the vino and accept a
cheque for a magnificent £1000 on behalf of the
Branch. (She’s the one in the frock in the photo!)

Westminster Reception

Eamonn Cann and Lisa Milella, who are living with
MND, kindly made the huge effort to get to
Westminster to attend the reception and make their
voices heard.
Behind them are Association Patron Charlotte
Hawkins, Campaigns Contact Joanne Shaw, and
Branch Chairman Bob Hodgson.
(Helen and Paul Harwood also made the trip, but
had to leave for home before the photo was taken)

Little Max and Big Steve acted as escorts and
apparently enjoyed the evening!

This event was supposed to have been held back in
June, but the snap General Election was called
shortly before, so there were technically no MPs in
existence on the original date. We invited all the
MPs in our area to attend, but sadly none of them
actually appeared on the day. However 50 others
did manage it (plus one Lord!), so we could after all
make the odd representation on behalf of our
pwMND and carers, particularly on the subject of
CHC and other entitlements, which our people often
have great trouble in accessing.

Our thanks go to the group for their generosity, and
especially to Enza Militello, (whose husband Tony,
sadly passed away from MND earlier this year), for
arranging that our branch was once again a
beneficiary.

________________
Benefit Reassessments for pwMND - AGAIN!

________________

In spite of all our campaigning efforts, some
progress recently, and repeated assurances from
the previous Minister, benefit reassessments are
still being ordered for people living with MND!

Wednesday 15th November
University of Surrey Volunteering Fair

Please sign the letter on the MNDA main website:
We were one of about 15 charities attending and
hoping to attract new young volunteers. We spoke to
https://www.mndassociation.org/get-involved/
several who seemed interested in what we do, so
campaigning-influencing/mnd-costs/scrapwe hope to see them again wearing an MNDA
reassessments/
T-shirt sometime in the future!
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News
Cover Story - Kilimasters Challenge
On Sunday 17th September, Paul Jameson’s Tennis tournament took place at the West Surrey Club.
The afternoon was a great success, and a lot of money was raised. In October, Paul and his team set off
for East Africa to attempt the challenge he’d set himself; to climb Mt Kilimanjaro. This by itself is quite
enough for most mere mortals, and especially for someone who like Paul was living with MND, but he had
decided to add a little spice by playing a set of tennis at the top!
Amazingly, he managed to perform this incredible feat, and to prove it . . .

Paul (on right of group) and his
team at Uhuru Peak - the
highest point in Africa at
5895m/19341ft above sea level

Tennis in the crater at the top (above) and on the
crater rim (left)

Paul will be at our meeting on the 10th December to tell us about the expedition, so making the effort to
come will be even more worthwhile than usual!
Do have a look at Paul and Jess talking about his approach to life after an MND diagnosis, and video of the
tennis tournament, on:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6cr-_ec43g
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Monday 9th October

Sunday 19th November

Claremont Fan School

Combined Charities Fair

The school has a week of fundraising activities each
year for charities chosen by the students, and this
time, a young man called Joe gave a powerful
presentation about his grandfather’s journey through
MND, and won the bid ‘by a country mile’, according
to one of the teachers.

Guildford Guildhall

We went along to give a short presentation in
morning assembly about MND and the work of the
Association, and in due course, the fruits of the
students’ efforts will be arriving in the form of a
much-appreciated cheque!
_______________

Doddie Weir
Yet another Rugby player is fighting MND. Doddie
Alison and Alvin meet the Mayor, Cllr Nigel
won 61 caps for Scotland but was diagnosed last
Manning, and Mayoress, Marsha Moseley
June. On 18th November, he walked out on the pitch
at Murrayfield with his sons to deliver the match ball Apart from ‘pressing the flesh’, we met lots of
for the match with New Zealand, to an ovation from
visitors, raised some useful money and the level of
all parts of the crowd.
MND awareness in the town
_______________
Saturday 11th November

Christmas Charities Fair, Haslemere Hall

Scotland went on to get very close to matching the
mighty All-Blacks, with a final score of 17-22 to New
Zealand.
_______________

Coming up
28th International Symposium on ALS/MND
Boston, USA, 8 - 10th December
Researchers from around the world will be getting
together again to share their knowledge. More
information and downloadable abstracts of the
papers are available via:

All proceeds were in aid of the MND Association and
MND Support Society(Nepal).

https://www.mndassociation.org/symposium/progra
mme/

Lucia's been running our stall at this event for years,
and said a while back that she'd retired, but that was
apparently Fake News!
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Financial Update
Other Activities

1st September to 23rd November 2017

Where would we be without our ‘Third Party
Fundraisers’? We are so very grateful to those
individuals and groups who continue to organise
their own fund raising events to support the MND
Association. An amazing £ 6,046.20 has been raised
this quarter thanks to our dedicated third party
supporters.

Static Collecting Boxes
The collection boxes located around our area
yielded a total £ 216.71
Select Convenience, Bramley:
Bluebird Care Homes, Woking:
Celebration Cakes, Cranleigh:
The Greyfriar, Chawton:
The Bull’s Head, Ewhurst:

£ 55.65
£ 73.56
£ 45.03
£ 25.67
£ 16.80

Scarlett Geen’s Hickstead ticket sales: £ 75.00
Mr & Mrs Reed’s Summer Party Raffle: £ 80.00
St. Margaret’s Church, Fernhurst:
£ 100.00
The Students of Cranleigh School:
£ 415.00
The Students’ dinner held at the South Thames
College:
£ 551.20
Associazione Lucani Nel Mondo
annual dinner-dance:
£ 1,000.00
and from Paul Jameson’s various escapades,
£ 3,825.00
Once again, a massive ‘THANK YOU!!’ to all our
fund raisers!

Donations/In Memory
Since our last Newsletter donations totalling £ 72.29
have been received.

Branch Fund Raising
The last of our Street Collections took place in
Aldershot during September with a full day at
Morrison’s supermarket followed by a morning in the
town centre. In total £349.28 was donated.
This year we have collected £ 4,303.03 from our
nine selected locations, just slightly down on last
year’s figure. Once again many thanks to those
willing volunteers who were prepared to stand on the
street corners on our behalf.

Care & Equipment
A total of £ 1,294.10 has been spent during the last
three months to benefit people in our area in need of
care and special equipment.

Thumbs Up Club Winners
Earlier in the month we attended two Charity Fairs
with bric-a-brac, knitwear and craft items for sale on Our lucky winners were:
our stand in addition to the usual MNDA
merchandise. Our net takings were £148.00 from the September: I Tyler
A Streeter
well-attended Haslemere event and £ 137.25 from
F & D Clark
Guildford’s Combined Charity Fair held in the town’s
H Perry
Guildhall.
The Branch Autumn raffle in September yielded £
46.00 and miscellaneous sales of MNDA Christmas
cards etc. have totalled £156.35.
There are still some Christmas cards in stock,
and these will be on sale at our
BRANCH WINTER MEETING on SUNDAY 10th
DECEMBER.

(142)
(189)
(056)
(073)

£ 50.00
£ 30.00
£ 25.00
£ 20.00

October:

R Murray
P Hoddinott
M Oddi
P Corver

(113)
(262)
(008)
(067)

£ 40.00
£ 30.00
£ 25.00
£ 20.00

November:

R Hodgson
D Lock
C Gray
S Purchase

(277)
(136)
(160)
(021)

£ 40.00
£ 30.00
£ 25.00
£ 20.00

If you would like to participate in the ‘Thumbs Up’
Club, please contact Sallie Bushen on 01483
274337 for a Share Number application form. Each
annual Share is £12.00 payable either by bank
Standing Order or cheque payable to MNDA
Cranleigh Thumbs Up Club.
Alvin Hale,
Treasurer
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Research latest

What’s next?

Tirasemtiv not found effective for treatment
of MND
Posted on MNDA Research Blog on

People involved in the VITALITY-ALS study were
offered participation in an ‘open-label’ study, in
which everyone is offered Tirasemtiv, to observe
long-term effects of the treatment.

November 22, 2017 by Martina Slapkova
In their official press release published on 21
November 2017, Cytokinetics Inc. announced that
they will not be continuing work on Tirasemtiv after
disappointing results in the latest Phase 3 clinical
trial. The trial, known under the acronym ‘VITALITYALS’, tested whether the drug has a beneficial effect
on the breathing function and muscle strength of
people with MND. This is very unfortunate news for
everyone affected by the disease, however,
Cytokinetics are already testing another compound
with the hope that this will be more effective and
better tolerated than Tirasemtiv.

While it is disappointing that Tirasemtiv failed to
make it to the list of treatments we all hope to be
available to use in the future, Cytokinetics are now
looking at safety of the next-generation compound
‘CK-107’ in a Phase 2, double-blind, placebocontrolled clinical trial FORTITUDE-ALS. Similar to
Tirasemtiv, this treatment aims to improve breathing
and skeletal muscle function in people with MND,
with reduced adverse effects. We will be watching
the progress of this treatment closely and report on
any updates that will come up in the future.

Tirasemtiv is a drug that aims to improve quality of
life of people living with MND by increasing strength
of their skeletal muscles (controlling body motion
and posture) and therefore postponing muscle
fatigue. It compensates for the missing nerve signal
from a motor neurone to a muscle that instructs it to
contract. Tirasemtiv activates a protein called
troponin by increasing its sensitivity to calcium,
which is crucial for muscle contraction.

_______________

Lighthouse Project shines a beacon on HERVs
and their role in ALS
There is recent evidence to suggest that Human
Endogenous Retroviruses (HERVs) may be involved
in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). HERV-K has
been directly linked to motor neurone damage and
has been found in the brain tissue of patients with
ALS.

Results of the latest Phase 3 study:
After observing some significant results in the
decrease of slow vital capacity (SVC; a measure of
strength of the muscles involved in breathing) and
improvement of muscle strength, the double-blind,
placebo-controlled VITALITY-ALS trial was hoped to
confirm these findings. Six hundred people with
MND across the world were randomised into groups
receiving various doses of tirasemtiv (to assess the
ideal dosage of the drug), or placebo. All
participants were given either tirasemtiv or placebo
twice daily for 48 weeks, alongside with their normal
course of treatment with riluzole (in some
participants, the dose of riluzole may have been
reduced).

As a potential answer to this, an antiretroviral called
Triumeq is being investigated by the Lighthouse
Project in Australia. This is a Phase 2 open label
clinical trial supported by the MND Research
Institute of Australia, which is investigating the
safety, tolerability and efficacy of Triumeq in 40
patients with ALS. As this is an ‘open label’ trial, it
does not involve the use of placebo control, so its
usefulness is rather reduced. However there is
evidence to suggest that Triumeq may help control
the symptoms of ALS. ALS-like syndromes have
been seen in patients with HIV, and several
investigators have documented improvement of
these symptoms with antiretroviral therapy.

The primary outcome, that was amended based on
the results of the previous study, was a change in
the predicted percentage of SVC from baseline to
week 24. Although the decline in SVC was smaller
in people receiving Tirasemtiv compared to those on
placebo, these results were not shown as being
statistically significant.

The MND Association in the UK has funded a
project to measure two biomarkers in 20 patients
who have completed the trial, and it is thought that
as levels of these particular biomarkers have been
found to be higher in patients with ALS than in
normal controls, this will make the findings from this
open label study more robust.
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Can you help?
We always need more Super-people to help us to
improve what we do, especially with fundraising.
(Anything legal considered!)

By bus:

No 5 Bus to the RSCH (every 30 mins
from Guildford Bus Stn), then follow the
car instructions above.

We could also do with someone who can help with
our website and social media.

Return on No 4 Bus from RSCH

_______________
If you have ideas and energy, and want to make a
difference to people with MND now and in the future, Who’s Who in West Surrey Branch
please get in touch with anyone on the ‘Who’s Who’
list opposite.
Chair:
Bob Hodgson
01483 893588
______________
Newsletter Editor: “
“

Are you living with MND?
. . Or do you know someone who is? Are they
feeling a little solitary?
Informal 'Drop-in' meetings are held every month,
usually in the Cathedral Refectory, specifically for
anyone with MND and their family. You are very
welcome to come along to share your experiences,
ups and downs, or just chat to friends over a cup of
tea.
First Wednesday of every month at 2.00 pm.

Vice Chair:

Mary Carr

01483 419774

Treasurer:

Alvin Hale

01252 310962

Secretary:

Joan Hornett

01252 325851

AV Co-ordinator:

Lucia Woodward

01428 643459
Membership Sec: Alison Husaunndee
01483 723645
Branch Contact: Joan Hornett
01252 325851
______________

Note: There will be no dedicated Drop-in meeting in
December, but it will be combined with the
Open meeting (below)
_______________

Please note:

Things change between newsletters!

Open Meetings

You can keep in touch with news and events by
keeping an eye on our digital accounts which are
usually updated every few days:

Christmas Meeting
Surrey Technology Centre
Sunday 10th December 2017
12.30 to 3.30 pm

Branch Website:

www.mndawestsurrey.co.uk

More details on Page 2

Facebook:

***
**Always check our website and Facebook
for any changes**
_______________

www.facebook.com/MNDAWESTSURREY
or twitter: https://twitter.com/MNDA_SWSurrey

How to find us

National Office:

By car:

MND Connect 0808 802 6262

By train:

40 Occam Rd, Guildford, GU2 7YG
Up Gill Ave with the RSCH to your right,
at the top, turn right at the roundabout
into Occam Rd. The Tech Centre is first
on your right.
Adequate free parking.

email: mndconnect@mndassociation.org
National website: www.mndassociation.org
tel: 01604 250505

25 min walk from Guildford Station, or
take No 5 Bus.
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